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NEWTON’s VIEW OF FREE FALL

In the gravitational field of a source body (e.g. Earth):

PRINCIPIA opening paragraph: “This quantity that I mean
hereafter under the name of ... mass ... is known by the
weight ... for it is proportional to the weight as I have found
by experiments on pendulums, very accurately made...
'‘
(Equivalence of inertial-to-gravitational
mass: Equivalence Principle)
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Universality of Free Fall (UFF)

GR IS BASED ON THE EQUIVALENCE “PRINCIPLE” (I)

• Einstein (1907): “hypothesis of complete physical equivalence”
between a gravitational field and an accelerated reference
frame: In a freely falling system all masses fall equally fast,
hence gravitational acceleration has no local dynamical effects
(“Weak Equivalence Principle-WEP”)
An observer inside Einstein elevator will not be able to tell, before hitting the
ground, whether he is moving with an acceleration g in empty space, far away
from all masses, or else he is falling in the vicinity (height of fall<<Earth radius)
of a body (the Earth) whose local gravitational acceleration is also g (and in the
same direction).

The experimental consequence is the Universality of Free Fall
(UFF):
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… unique to gravity!

GR IS BASED ON THE EQUIVALENCE “PRINCIPLE” (II)

• “Einstein Equivalence Principle (EEP)” (assumes
WEP): all gravitational effects are (globally)
replaced by the metric of a curved, 4-dimension
space-time…
General Relativity is based on WEP
WEP ⇒ UFF: should bodies of different composition fall with
different accelerations, the elevator and the test mass inside it
would generally fall with different accelerations and the observer
would be able to tell that he is close to the surface of the Earth
and not in an accelerated frame in empty space.
a deviation from
UFFUFF
experiments
would require
test the
a modification
foundations of GR

STATE OF THE ART

From experiments by the “Eöt-Wash” group (slowly rotating
torsion balance PRD 50, 3614 1994)

η ( Be, Cu) = (−1.9 ± 2.5) ⋅10−12
From recent predictions based on string theory (PRD 66 046007;
PRL 89 081601, 2002) deviations from UFF might appear already
at a level just below these experimental result:

η ( Be, Cu) ≤ 10−12

GALILEO’s Handwritten Statement of the UNIVERSALITY of FREE FALL

Veduto, dico, questo cascai in opinione che se si levasse totalmente
la resistenza del mezzo tutte le materie descenderebbero con uguali
velocità.
Having observed this I came to the conlcusion that in a medium
totally devoid of resistance all bodies [substances] would fall with
the same speed.

GALILEO’s “DISCORSI” (I)

GALILEO’s “DISCORSI” in the English Translation

GALILEO’s DISCORSI (II)

“I Discorsi”: Completed in 1634, published in 1638 in
Leiden (because at that time Galileo was not allowed by
the Church of Rome to publish in Italy)
Galileo was under house arrest (Arcetri, Florence) from
1636 till his death in 1642 (his troubles with the Church
started in 1632)
Galileo was blind since 1637

GALILEO’s FULL STATEMENT (I)

GALILEO’s FULL STATEMENT (II)

..the difference of speed between bodies of different specific
gravity is most marked in those media which are the most
resistant….even more, in quick silver not only gold falls faster
than lead, but in fact gold only does descend while all other metals
and stones float..
On the other hand the variation of speed in air between balls of
gold, lead, copper, porphyry, and other heavy materials is so
light that in a fall of 100 cubits a ball of gold would surely not
outstrip one of copper by as much as four fingers. Having
observed this I came to the conclusion that in a medium totally
devoid of reistance all bodies [substnaces] would fall with the
same speed

1cubit (Tuscany)=58.3 cm

“I DISCORSI” ARE BASED ON MUCH EARLIER WORK… (I)

“I DISCORSI” ARE BASED ON MUCH EARLIER WORK… (II)

LE OPERE (GALILEO’s COLLECTED WORKS)

HOW DID GALILEO COME TO FORMULATE THE UFF?

Aristoteles view cannot be right!
Experimental proof is needed!
Guess: the difference in time of fall may be due to air resistance (…
test guess by amplifying resistance of medium)
Difficulties with experiments based on dropping masses from a
height …
Inclined plane experiments
Pendulum experiments

ARITOTELES CANNOT BE RIGHT!

Aristoteles view: the free fall velocity of bodies is
proportional to their weight
Galileo’s simple logical argument…
“ If then we take two bodies whose natural speeds are different, it
is clear that on uniting the two, the more rapid one will be partly
retarded by the slower and the slower will be somewhat hastened
by the swifter… hence the heavier body (made by the two tied
together) moves with less speed than the lighter; an effect which is
contrary to your supposition.”
Ex: two bricks tied together to form a single brick do obviously fall
at the same speed as each brick separately, while according to
Aristoteles should fall faster because they are twice as heavy…

EXPERIMENTAL PROOF IS NEEDED!

“ The facts set forth by me up to this point and, in
particular, the one which shows that difference of weight,
even when very great, is without effect in changing the
speed of falling bodies, so that as far as weight is
concerned they all fall with equal speed: this idea is, I
say, so new, and at first glance so remote from fact that if
we do not have the means of making it just as clear as
sunlight, it had better not be mentioned; but having once
allowed it to pass my lips I must neglect no experiment
or argument to establish it”
This is what makes the difference w.r.t Philopponus (6th
century) and Benedetti (1553) who had questioned
Aristoteles view before Galileo…

MAKE A GUESS AND TEST IT!

..the difference of speed between bodies of different
specific gravity is most marked in those media which are
the most resistant….
….even more, in quick silver not only gold falls faster
than lead, but in fact gold only does descend while all
other metals and stones float..
It is typical of Galileo’s scientific method to make a
guess on a possible physical effect and put it to test by
amplifying it…

DIFFICULTIES IN MASS DROPPING FROM A HEIGHT (I)

“The experiments made to ascertain whether two bodies,
differing greatly in weight will fall from a given height
with the same speed offers some difficulty; because, if
the height is considerable, the retarding effect of the
medium, which must be penetrated and thrust aside by
the falling body, will be greater in the case of the small
momentum of the very light body than in the case of the
great violenza of the heavy body;
so that, in a long distance, the light body will be left
behind; if the height be small, one may well doubt
whether there is any difference; and if there be a
difference it will be inappreciable.”

DIFFICULTIES IN MASS DROPPING FROM A HEIGHT (II)

“It occurred to me therefore to repeat many times the
fall through a small height in such away that I might
accumulate all those small intervals of time that elapse
between the arrival of the heavy and the light bodies
respectively at their common terminus, so that this sum
makes an interval of time which is not only observable,
but easily observable.”

GALILEO’s INCLINED PLANE EXPERIMENTS

“In order to employ the slowest speeds possible and thus reduce
the change which the resisting medium produces upon the simple
effect of gravity it occurred to me to allow the bodies to fall along
a plane slightly inclined to the horizontal. For in such a plane, just
as well as in a vertical plane, one may discover how bodies of
different weight behave:…”
Galileo’s tools: an inclined plane to show the fall + a water clock
to measure the duration of fall
He measured time by the weight of water flowing from a large
vessel through a narrow pipe
+ he knew that: s ∝ t2 (letter to Paolo Sarpi, 1604; original at
University of Pisa library)

⇒ controlled experiment, much better than the tower experiment.

AIR RESISTANCE

Galileo did not know that air drag increases as V2 :

adrag

⎛ A ⎞ 2
∝ ρ atm ⎜ ⎟V
⎝ M ⎠

⎛ A ⎞ 1
⎜ ⎟ ∝
⎝ M ⎠ ρ r

area-to-mass ratio of the falling body

.. had he known, he might have compensated for drag by a proper
choice of density and radius of the falling bodies, so as to make
their product (hence drag) the same!
However he knew that slowing down the falling speed would also
reduce the resistance of the medium, so inclined plane experiments
were the right choice

FROM INCLINED PLANE TO PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS (I)

How to get rid of friction of inclined plane experiments?
Galileo’s answer was: pendulum experiments…and it was a very
subtle idea indeed
What has pendulum to do with falling bodies (either vertically or
on inclined planes)?
Cord theorem: given a circle in a vertical plane, the times of fall
along the vertical diameter and whatever cord through the lowest
exterme of the same diameter, are the same
Galileo, letter to Guidobaldo dal Monte, 1604

FROM INCLINED PLANE TO PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS (II)

Galileo, letter to Guidobaldo dal Monte, 1604

FROM INCLINED PLANE TO PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS (III)

In addition to the cord theorem, Galileo showed that the ratio of
the times taken by a pendulum to reach the vertical along a small
arc and the time of fall of a body through a distance equal to the
length of the pendulm is a fixed adimensional number which he
determined quite accurately (to 2⋅10-3):

P /4 π 2 R/ g π 2
=
=
t fall
4
4 R/ g
“.. E passando più avanti, ho anco voluto liberarmi da qualche
impedimento che potesse nascer dal contatto di essi mobili su’l
detto piano declive: e finalmente ho preso due palle, una di piombo
e un di sughero….”

GALILEO’s PENDULUM TEST OF THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

Most probably the first null experiment in Physics!

ACCURACY OF THE TEST

Same test performed by Newton much later, who explicitly quotes
an accuracy of 1 part in 103
Phase lag after N oscillation only determined by an error in
relative length of the pendulums: 0.1 % reasonable, agrees with
Galileo’s statement
Experiment was repeated by Fuligni & Iafolla in Rome, showing
that it is in fact difficult to be less accurate than that…
Note: Newton could use more precise clocks (based on the novel
work of Huygens on cycloidal pendulum), but the point is that no
clock was needed in this null experiment!

PISA TOWER EXPERIMENT BY RENIERI

Renieri, letter to Galileo (march 1641): “ Habbiamo qui avuto
occasione di far un’esperienza di due gravi cadenti da alto, di
diversa materia, ma dell’istessa grandezza; perché un tal Gesuita
scrive che scendono nello stesso tempo, e con pari velocità
arrivano a terra.. Ma finalmente habbiamo trovato il fatto in
contrario, poiché dalla cima del campanile del Duomo tra la palla
di piombo e quella di legno vi corrono tre braccia almeno di
differenza. Si fecero anche esperienze di due palle di piombo, una
della grandezza eguale a un’ordinaria d’artiglieria e l’altra da
moschetto, e si vedeva tra la più grossa e la più piccola,
dal’altezza dello stesso campanile, esservi un buon palmo di
differenza, del quale la più grossa anticipava la più piccola. “
In another letter to Galileo 1 week later, Renieri promises to read Galileo’s
“Discorsi” and also to repeat the tower experiments to better check

But he was right, even though he did not know why….

FREE FALL IN AIR (I)

4 forces act on a free falling spherical body (ρ, r) in air:

Fg = ( 4 / 3) ρπ r 3 g

gravitational force

3

Fa = ( 4/ 3) ρatmπ r g

Archimedes force

Fdrag = (1/ 2 ) C Dπ r 2 ρ atmV 2

drag force, CD=0.5 at low h

F f = (1/ 2 )( 4 / 3)π r 3ρ atm dV / dt
Let us check Renieri’s results…

friction force

FREE FALL IN AIR (II)

FREE FALL IN AIR (II)

OUR EXPERIMENTS from the LEANING TOWER of PISA

HOW to RELEASE the TEST MASSES at the SAME TIME?

OUR RELEASE MECHANISM (I)

OUR RELEASE MECHANISM (II)

MASS DROPPING WITH AIR COMPENSATION

large billiard ball and small Al ball (about 4 cm difference)

BIG AND SMALL BILLIARD BALL

The big one makes it first (about 1 m difference)

EBONY BALL AND SMALL Al BALL

The small Al ball makes it first (about 1.6 m difference)

FROM our EXPERIMENTS from the LEANING TOWER of PISA…

Zero-check test: two equal billiard balls. Ok, result close to that
of test in which air drag was compensated
Many runs from water tower in the University courtyard before
runs from the tower of Pisa (…people dressed in old costumes +
national TV coverage of event…): effect of air resistance nicely
demonstrated; results in agreement with theoretical calculations
(only thanks to the release system used…impossible otherwise)
… but obviously less accurate than pendulum experiments
described by Galileo (and re-made by Fuligni&Iafolla in Rome)
… the advantage of a null experiment could not be beaten!

WHAT ABOUT SALVIATI’s QUOTATIONS of SPECIFIC RESULTS from
TOWER EXPERIMENTS in GALILEO’s “DISCORSI”? (I)

How is it that Galileo is best known worldwide for “his” mass
dropping experiment from the leaning tower of Pisa?
Though the pendulum null experiment is perfectly described, the
“plain” mass dropping experiments are much easier to be
understood and “accepted” to question Aristoteles’ authority
and eventually replace his view on this matter…
In any case, Galileo was so sure of the result (from pendulum and
also inclined plane experiments) -and since more than 30 yearsthat he would have no worry that figures quoted for mass
dropping tests from a height might be incorrect…
..and in fact we have checked these quotations with our model
calculations and found that they are incorrect!

WHAT ABOUT SALVIATI’s QUOTATIONS of SPECIFIC RESULTS from
TOWER EXPERIMENTS in GALILEO’s “DISCORSI”? (II)

..the relevant experiments were anyway reported and the results
were anyway correct…
Galileo was always extremely careful in reporting his measurements and
findings correctly (..no cheating!).. And we have a beautiful example from his
handwritten systematic observations of the “galilean” satellites of Jupiter Io,
Europa, Ganimede and Callisto (after he had discovered them). Observation
reproduced in his book on the discovery (“Sidereus Nuntius” - Star
Messenger) but also available in his original manuscript (at Biblioteca
Nazionale di Firenze) as he made the observations night after night in order to
recognize which satellite was which, to measure their orbital motion and to
make predictions for other people to observe (his observations were
questioned by the Church as “artifacts” of his telescope..)

…checked by several authors, including E.M.
Standish&A.M.N…

GALILEO’s OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER’s SATELLITES (+ Neptune…)

GAL: A MODERN DIFFERENTIAL MASS DROPPING EXPERIMENT (I)

Clever idea + modern
interferometer read-out
available … while torsion
balance angular
measurement could already
be done by Cavendish and
Eötvös

PRL, 69 1722, 1992

MITCHELL-CAVENDISH TORSION BALANCE to MEASURE G

EÖTVÖS TORSION BALANCE to TEST the EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE (I)

Are plumb lines of different
composition deflected
towards South by the same
amount?
If not, the equivalence
principle is violated. The
torsion balance is a
differential instrument for
detecting this differential
effect

⊕
a NS
= ω⊕2 R⊕ cosθ sinθ ; 1.7 ⋅10−2 ms -2 (θ = 45o latitude)

EÖTVÖS TORSION BALANCE to TEST the EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE (II)

• Eötvös (1888-1905/08s): ≅ confirms UFF to 1 part in
108 by torsion balance tests (improves by 3 orders of
magnitude over pendulum tests)
It was indeed a very subtle idea that a deviation from the
proportionality between inertial and gravitational mass
should show up as a rotation of the balance (inherently
differential instrument !!)

GAL: A MODERN DIFFERENTIAL MASS DROPPING EXPERIMENT (II)

…but the disturbing
rotational acceleration of the
disk caused by its unlocking
at 1-g limited the sensitivity
of the experiment to:

7.2 ⋅ 10-10
PRL, 69 1722, 1992

